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The Color of Crime Rears Its Head

 

As the numbers go, America is getting safer. Over the past 50 years, violent crime rates have
consistently adhered to a sinusoidal wave, peaking in the early '90s and steadily declining for 20 years.

A number of political and economic causes have been put forth to explain this trend, including
renewed vigilance regarding non-violent offenses, readily available abortions for the underclass, and
the dot.com and housing booms. Each one of these carries a kernel of truth. But the uninspiring
reality is that most credit should go to the Prison Industrial Complex.

The United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world, easily outpacing bogeyman
“totalitarian” governments like China and Russia. And the system’s effectiveness isn't simply a matter
of punishment. The government has effectively locked violent criminals away from society in a
parallel, government-run universe and kept them there.   
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Discussing crime in this way is, needless to say, taboo. Major critiques of the Prison Industrial
Complex have been relegated to academic leftists and have played no role in major elections;  White
liberals might seem well disposed to a social crusade against incarceration...but at the end of the day,
they, too, want to be safe.
Even more taboo is discussing the racial elements of this matter, what The New Century Foundation
has called “The Color of Crime” and which it has documented for the past 15 years. As its report
states, 

Blacks are seven times more likely than people of other races to commit murder, and
eight times more likely to commit robbery.
When blacks commit crimes of violence, they are nearly three times more likely than
non-blacks to use a gun, and more than twice as likely to use a knife.

As a result of realities like these, federal and state governments have imprisoned some five percent of
the Black population.  It’s a rather brutal solution to what is ultimately a demographic problem, and it
has involved massive and untold economic costs to maintain such an enormous penal system. 

Of late, there’s reason to believe that as America enters a prolonged economic depression, this
arrangement--what amounts to a social contract of sorts--is breaking down. 

Spontaneously organized through Twitter and social networks and documented and promoted
through YouTube, violent crimes for fun and profit have become more visibly brazen, sadistic, racially
motivated, and sometimes quasi-ideological/political: “Beat Whitey Night” took place at an Iowa state
fair last summer...a White transvestite was brutalized to the point of experiencing a seizure in a
McDonalds, as patrons looked on without offering assistance...roaming bands of thugs have gone on
rampages throughout Chicago...and more. (The blogger “Unamusement Park” has documented the
phenomenon here and here.)

The most recent version of the “American Dream”--in which prosperity and democracy would help the
nation transcend its older racial hierarchies and hostilities--is evaporating before our eyes. 

*
* * *

*

All of this is a preface to a recent incident involving radio-host Neil Boortz, which I believe is quite
significant--a mainstream and quite popular conservative commentator laid down the truth about The
Color of Crime. 

First, Boortz said this on his daily program last Friday: 

And you want to know why I moved out of Atlanta and only spend a couple of weeks a
year in this town? That's one of the reasons. Carjackings, violence, people getting shot.
It's ridiculous. This city harbors an urban culture of violence. [...]

This town is starting to look like a garbage heap. And we got too damn many urban
thugs, yo, ruining the quality of life for everybody. And I'll tell you what it's gonna take.
You people, you are - you need to have a gun. You need to have training. You need to
know how to use that gun. You need to get a permit to carry that gun. And you do in fact
need to carry that gun and we need to see some dead thugs littering the landscape in
Atlanta. We need to see the next guy that tries to carjack you shot dead right where he
stands. We need more dead thugs in this city. And let their -- let their mommas -- let
their mommas say, "He was a good boy. He just fell in with the good crowd." And then
lock her ass up.

This, of course, inspired much Righteous Liberal Outrage.
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What’s most interesting is that Boortz refused to back down.  Though he recited the typical claptrap
about “it’s about culture, not skin color,” he also cited statistic that he most certainly gleaned from a
reading The Color of Crime. Wrote Boortz:

Contact your local U.S. Government printing office, buy the reports and start crunching
the numbers.  Or, if you wish, you can just read some of the data developed by people
who have already done that work for you!

•  Blacks are seven times more likely than people of other races to commit murder, and
eight times more likely to operate.

• When blacks commit crimes of violence, they are nearly 3 times more likely than non-
blacks to use a gun, and more than twice as likely to use a knife.  Bear in mind that my
comments last week were born of reports of two carjackings by young black males in the
Atlanta area in which guns were used.

• If you start to delve even deeper into the statistics you will see that when you deal with
the issue of interracial crime between blacks and whites you will find that blacks are the
perpetrators 85% of the time while whites are responsible 15% of the time.

• The single best indicator of violent crime in an area is the percentage of the population
that is black and Hispanic.

Racist statistics?  Come on … give me a break.

No, the statistics aren’t “racist,” in the sense of being bigoted and biased; they do, however, reveal
America’s demographic reality. A reality the mainstream media is increasingly unable to deny.
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A reality the mainstream media is increasingly unable to deny.
not for want of trying! But talking to my liberal friends, I realize we have a long long long way
to go, particularly with SWPL. They are still gushing about obama.

Like  

I just hope when the Negroes
finally go ape when the EBT Card stop working that the Lilly White Liberal
traitors are the first to be taken out! If they survive the attack they become
cured and join the other side for survival. 

Georgia Senator Richard Russell said in the 50′s, "The surest cure for
liberalism is a strong dose of Negroes.

 

Thomas Jefferson said it best: "Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate, than
that these people are to be free; nor is it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot
live in the same government. Nature, habit, opinion have drawn indelible lines of distinction
between them."

2 people liked this. Like  

The government has effectively locked violent criminals away from society in a parallel,
government-run universe and kept them there.  

And crimes committed in that universe don't count.  Crime rates are usually calculated for the
"civilian, non-institutionalized population," i.e. for people not in jail/prison.  In all
likelihood, most rapes occur in prison, for example, and these do not count at all towards the
US rape rate.

6 people liked this. Like  

In my opinion, the flash mob violence is partly the result of disappointed expectations.
Reparations and other handouts have not been forthcoming from the Obama administration.
Some of the diversity, who have (finally) come to the conclusion that Obama isn't "black," are
taking their own reparations from Whitey. 

1 person liked this. Like  

i think  holder's refusal prosecute blacks has something to do with it. and white and
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black liberals telling these kids its not their fault  - look at the jenna 6 thing.

Like  

Maybe so, but I suggest that the flash mob phenomenon has been empowered by
Obama's electoral success. The powers-that-be regularly turn a blind eye to black
violence. Even to acknowledge it brands those who do as "racist." Blacks are now
regularly behaving with impunity in ways that they haven't done since perhaps the
Reconstruction era - and whites are too cowed to respond with force.

Look for serious black mob violence after the 2012 election, whatever its results may be.
If Obama loses, it will be "black rage"; if he wins, it will be black celebration.

8 people liked this. Like  

I feel that another unfortunate aspect of the growing bold actions taken by inner
city black and latin thugs is that through the phenomenon of popular culture which
is inundated with urban hip hop nonsense is that large numbers of white suburban
and rural youth are looking positively at urban black culture.  

As a result nihilistic corporations and the left wing media see this behavior as a
viable and lucrative business opportunity which further degrades western society as
well as homogenizes and diminishes white european culture to a point of
irrelevancy.

2 people liked this. Like  

Damn right!  Nothing like a little Fiddy Cent listening and video game playing
to get one ready to go polar bear hunting or jacked for a round of Knockout
King!

Like  

Yes, good point about them being "empowered" by his election victory, too.
However, I don't think there will be black mob violence if Obama wins in 2012
because there didn't seem to be any in 2008. The mob violence is going to get
worse if it's not nipped in the bud this year. If "large groups of youth" go ape after
the 2012 election it will be because they know there will be few, if any,
repercussions.

1 person liked this. Like  

Liberals are always on a witch hunt for Whites that speak truth to the public.  Adhering to
politically-correct orthodoxy is more important than defending your life and livelihood or
being honest.  It's really a bizarre and despicable mentality.

It's actually not specifically about skin color, skin pigmentation doesn't make someone a
criminal.  If Whites get tans they don't become homicidal.  Race and genetic differences are
much more profound than skin color.

Shooting some thugs doesn't change the impact that alien races have on our culture and
civilization.  They deserve it sure, and it would be nice to read more White men administering
some old-style justice.  However the effect of coarsening our culture, lowering standards and
anti-White political tyranny still remains.  
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There needs to be a significant demographic change.  Our forebears knew this, such is why
we had immigration laws in the past that sought to keep our racial and ethnic population
predominantly Northwestern European.  Our very definition of White has changed to include
non-Europeans and racial hybrids, it's a travesty.

5 people liked this. Like  

"The government has effectively locked violent criminals away from society in a parallel,
government-run universe and kept them there.   "

I'd like to see an analysis of how and why this happened in America, and in no other Western
country.  What were the cultural differences that made it possible?  In other Western
countries  the Elites push for less and less incarceration, no matter how bad crime gets.  Here
in the UK sentencing has fractionally increased since the '80s, but the difference is tiny
(except possibly for violent rape, which seems to be treated slightly more seriously - 5 years
instead of 2 years sort of difference,with automatic 50% remission), and all the 'respectable'
media reports push for ever-more liberalisation.

Is the difference that in the US sentencing policy is decided at State level, and the States are
more responsive to the citizenry?

3 people liked this. Like  

"Why this happened in America, and in no other Western country?" Simple, the Black
population has never been less than 10% in America. No other Western country has had
to face this demographic fact.

20 people liked this. Like  

The MSNBC banner reads, "Is this rhetoric dangerous?"  This is instructive, and
representative of the liberal's denial of reality.  For the liberal the danger is recognizing the
truth and speaking it.  No longer is reality, i.e., black violence, the problem at all.  One must
always be wary of the transformative power of language, when used illegitimately, to corrupt
thinking.

16 people liked this. Like  

Liberals always seem to be far more concerned with hypothetical white violence than
with actual non-white violence.  Whenever a Muslim goes Jihadi, NPR and the NYT will
breathlessly ask "Will this lead to an anti-Muslim backlash?"  Nevermind the fact that
thousands of white Americans have been killed by Muslims, while politically-motivated
white-on-Muslim attacks in this country are nil.   It's fantastically absurd, like a resident
of New York City who lives in perpetual fear of a bear attack.  

Again, it's highly doubtful that Ed Schultz has offered any coverage to the actual black-
on-white violence that occurs everyday in this country, but "violent rhetoric" by whites
is cause for grave concern.

2 people liked this. Like  

Many whites are just as responsible for this crime rate: For being too cowardly to
acknowledge the facts.

12 people liked this. Like  
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I don't
know if it's that per say in total. I think a lot of White people are still in
the dark on the matter due to a lack of MSM reporting coupled with constant
brainwashing
starting at the kindergarten level on the “joys of diversity” and the “evil
white oppressors” starting with our Founding Forefathers. 

 

I do
realize that with the internet (thank the Lord) the information is getting out.
However, when I tell White people the level of the blackness of crime against
White people as a whole they have a deer in the head lights look! I have to
prove it to them with "official government" statistics. And article
such as this. The only thing we can do is educate our people on the matter. 
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